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"Damn it! Attacked!"

Seeing a few underground sand ants rushing over, Xiye's expression changed and roared.

Nan Qi and Molly also changed slightly.

They did not hesitate and attacked immediately.

fireballs and arrows shot out, killing the two sand ants, and Nishiba also wielded a long

sword and chopped the head of a sand ant in half.

However, the sand ants from the underground palace continued to scream and rushed

over with three cat warriors.

For a time the two sides began a fierce battle.

Lu Yuan has been following Xiye's trio, and suddenly heard a roar.

He glanced in front of him with some confusion.

what happened?

He quickly continued to run towards the front.

Soon, he saw a deep hole on the ground of the passage.

Then, Lu Yuan heard Xiye's roar, the neighing of sand ants from the underground palace,
and the sound of fighting.

This deep pit, this sound...

"The nest of sand ants in the underground palace?!"

Lu Yuan's face changed suddenly.
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Yesterday, Lu Yuan looked at the Shayan City Furious Beasts Illustrated Book, and
naturally also saw the introduction about the sand ants in the underground palace.

If you encounter a small group of underground sand ants in the underground palace
tunnel, if you can beat it, you can kill it.

But if you encounter the sand ant's nest, the author of the illustrated book only gave two

words.

That is: escape.

If you enter the nest of sand ants in the underground palace, you will be treated as an

intruder, and all the sand ants will rush over and besiege you.

If one doesn’t work, there are ten, and if ten doesn’t work, there are one hundred.

Until the intruder is killed.

You should know that there are tens of thousands of sand ants in a nest of sand ants in the
underground palace.

A group of people besieged you, and a large number is not enough. No matter how strong

you are, you can't stand it after your spiritual power is exhausted.

Gene warriors are also fatigued.

What's more, in addition to ordinary worker ants, there are elite-level soldier ants.

If it is a giant ant nest, there is even a boss-level existence!

Don't say it is a boss-level sand ant. Facing a group of elite-level soldier ants besieged,
will you die?

Although Lu Yuan's current defense is not weak, if he encounters elite soldiers, he still
can't stand it.

Elite Soldier Ants are not the same as black-patterned greystone beetles, and
black-patterned greystone beetles have a lower degree of tempering.

As soon as he saw this information, Lu Yuan had already made up his mind that he would

never go to the sand ant nest to die.

Unexpectedly, I ran into an ant nest here?



Lu Yuan had the mind to retreat right away.

But... Listening to the sound of fighting under the pit, Lu Yuan's expression kept changing,
a little tangled.

I also used 10,000 yuan a bottle of defensive augmentation potion... Is it really nothing to
gain?

That's 10,000 yuan!

But for 10,000 yuan, if you fall into the siege of sand ants in the underground palace, it’s
not worth it...

Lu Yuan's heart was tangled, but his footsteps were already involuntarily, and he

approached the pit cautiously.

"Well... I just look at it. With my defensive ability, ordinary worker ants can't break my

defense at all. As long as I'm not besieged by elite soldier ants or highly refined worker

ants, I shouldn't be in danger. At the very least, you have to watch the three hunters die

with your own eyes. Of course, it would be best if they could drop something good."

Lu Yuan kept comforting himself in his heart.

It didn't take long before he came to the edge of the pit.

Lu Yuan looked down.

saw a pothole about five meters deep.

There are two dark passages on both sides of the pothole.

In the passage, sand ants from the underground palace kept running out, attacking the

three cat hunters in the center of the pit.

The strength of the three cat hunters is still quite strong.

Especially now that they are still taking the medicine, the effect of the medicine hasn't
passed, and the strength is naturally stronger.

All the sand ants that attacked them were killed by them.

A thick layer of corpses of underground sand ants has been spread on the ground, almost

as many as twenty.



Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows while watching.

If this continues, when there are more corpses of the sand ants in the underground palace,
maybe it can block the passage?

"Then these three cat hunters can run out?...No, I'm still here, then they were caught by

me?!"

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up, and found that this is also good?

The three cats in West Yeh also found more and more dead bodies.

Xiye's eyes lit up, revealing a hint of surprise:

"We blocked the passage with the corpses of sand ants!"

"good idea!"

Nan Qi's eyes lit up: "Xiye! Go, you are the strongest! The two of us will support you!"

Nishiba: "……"

The corners of his mouth twitched, but there was no way to refute it.

Just then, the sand ants of the underground palace also discovered this.

A few sand ants from the underground palace did not pounce on the three cat hunters, but
picked up the corpses of the dead underground sand ants and withdrew back into the
passage.

The corpse of the sand ant in the underground palace that had covered the ground was
quickly emptied.

The expressions of the three Nishibei people suddenly became ugly.

Nan Qi cursed: "Are these ants becoming refined?! Wisdom is so high!"

Jasmine looked at the sand ants from the underground palace, her face pale:

"What should we do?! If this goes on, sooner or later we will be consumed to death!"

Xiye's face was gloomy, he casually killed an underground sand ant, feeling that his

spiritual power was quickly consuming again.



Suddenly, Nishiba thought of something, and his face changed:

"By the way, where is that human?!"

The other two were taken aback, and they looked up at the top of the pit at the same time.

Then they saw that they were squatting on the edge of the pit, silently looking at their Lu
Yuan.

Lu Yuan saw them look over and waved at them, showing a slight smile:

"Three cat friends, hello, I'm as fast as a tortoise, I didn't expect to catch up with you

again."

Three cat hunters: "..."

When they saw the smile on Lu Yuan's face, their teeth broke.

Especially Nan Qi, who used these words to mock Lu Yuan before, gritted his teeth at the

moment, wishing to smash Lu Yuan with a fireball.

In the end, he still smashed the fireball onto a sand ant from the underground palace that

was about to rush in front of him.

He said coldly:

"Humans! We were indeed out of luck and we ran into an ant nest! What's the point of
your watching a show here?!"

Lu Yuan smiled: "Who said I was just watching the show? I'm still waiting for you to die.
I'll go down and pick up the things you dropped."

Hearing this, the three cats rattled their teeth.

Jasmine glanced at Lu Yuan coldly:

"I hope you won't die in the mouth of sand ants in the underground palace!"

"Thank you beautiful lady for your concern, but you are a good person, and it is

impossible for us."

"asshole!"



Nan Qi and Jasmine were extremely angry.

"Humans! How about we make a deal!"

At this time, Nishiba, who had been silent, spoke.

Lu Yuan was taken aback, looked at Xi Ye, somewhat puzzled:

"What can we trade?"

"You let us out, don't attack us. We are willing to give you the spirit crystal!"

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows: "Give me the spirit crystal?"

"Yes! Let me tell you that it hasn't been long since we just came in this time, and we

haven't gained anything at all. Even if we die, you will only get less than 100 spirit

crystals and more than a dozen materials."

Lu Yuan's expression froze.

More than a dozen materials? !

What kind of beggar is this special? !

The potion he used was 10,000 yuan!

Isn’t that a loss?

Seeing that Lu Yuan didn't speak, Xiye's eyes lit up.

‘There’s a show! This human seems to be short of spirit crystals? ’

He strikes while the iron is hot:

"If you let us out and don't attack us, each of us can give you 1,000 spiritual crystals!"

"1000 spirit crystals per person?"

Lu Yuan looked at Xi Ye and repeated the sentence.

One person is 1,000, three people are ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Then he has to kill

thousands of fierce beasts in the sandstone underground palace.

It will take him a long time to kill.



Damn it! So exciting!

"Yes! 1,000 per person! How about?"

Xiye killed an underground sand ant with a sword and said.

Lu Yuan fell silent.

Xiye didn't speak, and Jasmine and Nan Qi didn't speak either. They silently killed the

sand ants that kept appearing in the underground palace.

I have to say that there are more and more sand ants in the underground palace, and their
pressure is increasing.

And... Ordinary medicine is only 20 minutes effective.

Now the effect of the medicine is almost at its end.

For a time, the three of Xiye were anxious.

At this moment, Lu Yuan smiled and said:

"Your proposal is tempting...but I refuse!"

Hearing Lu Yuan's words, the expressions of the three of Xiye changed.

"why?!"

"Who knows if you lied to me? Maybe you have gained a lot this time? And what if I let

you out and you continue to run away? I will continue to chase you? The most important

thing is..."

Lu Yuan showed a smile, with a cold color in his eyes, and gritted his teeth:

"You three ** want to kill me twice in a row! If I don't kill you once, I'm angry!"

Although someone Lu is short of money, I really want to kill you three bastards!

Teme, every time I come in, I ** someone Lu.

Am I easy to me? !

Kill you once, and see if you dare to dare next time!



Although he said that, Lu Yuan still felt a little pain in his heart.

3000 Lingjing!

If you get it, that's a lot of money!
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